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Controlling the time evolution of quantum many-body systems is an important approach of implementing7

quantum computing. Different from the approaches by compiling the circuits into the product of multiple8

elementary gates, we here propose the quantum circuit encapsulation (QCE), where we encapsulate the target9

circuit into different parts, and optimize the magnetic fields to realize the unitary transformation of each part by10

the time evolution. The time-dependent magnetic fields are optimized by the automatic differentiation technique11

that originated from the field of machine learning. The QCE is demonstrated to possess well-controlled error12

and time cost, which avoids the error accumulations by aiming at finding the shortest path directly to the target13

unitary. We test four different encapsulation ways to realize the multi-qubit quantum Fourier transformations14

by controlling the time evolution of the quantum Ising chain. The scaling behaviors of the time costs and errors15

against the number of two-qubit controlled gates are demonstrated. The QCE provides an alternative compiling16

scheme that translates the circuits into a physically-executable form based on the quantum many-body dynamics,17

where the key issue becomes the encapsulation way to balance between the efficiency and flexibility.18

I. INTRODUCTION19

Quantum computing is recognized as a promising scheme20

being superior to the classical computing for its exponen-21

tial speed-up by executing multiple computational tasks22

parallelly in different quantum channels [1–3]. With the23

fast growth of the number of controllable qubits, efficient24

compiling of the quantum algorithms to the physically-25

executable forms becomes increasingly important. A main-26

stream compiling scheme is to transform the circuit into the27

product of executable elementary gates, which are the quan-28

tum version of the instruction set [4–8]. The instruction set29

should be constructed according to the physical mechanism30

of the hardware. For instance, a quantum computer formed31

by the superconducting circuits can use the QuMIS [9] as32

the instructive set. For the quantum photonic circuits, the el-33

ementary gates represent certain basic operations on single34

photons [10, 11]. The efficiency of compiling a given quan-35

tum algorithm with a chosen instruction set can be charac-36

terized by the depth of the compiled circuit.37

Another important approach of quantum computing is by38

controlling the dynamics of quantum systems. A represen-39

tative platform is the nuclear magnetic resonance system,40

where quantum gates or algorithms [12–15], such as the41

quantum factoring [16] and search [17–19] algorithms, have42

been realized by the radio-frequency pulse sequences. The43

efficiency can be characterized by the time cost for the con-44

trolling. For the two-qubit gates, such as the controlled-45

not (CNOT) gate, the time costs with optimal control have46

theoretically given bounds [20–22]. For the N -qubit gates47

with N > 2, such bounds are not rigorously given in48

most cases, and variational methods including the machine49

learning (ML) techniques are used in the optimal-control50
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The illustrate of one encapsulation way

(block-CE) for the QFT circuit. The circuit is divided into sev-

eral blocks according to the positions of the Hadamard gates H .

Each block is treated as a Q-cap, where we optimize the magnetic

fields so that the evolution operator [Eq. (7)] approximates the uni-

tary given by the gates inside this block. The unitary Û given by

the whole circuit is approximated by the product of the evolution

operators from all Q-caps. The total time cost is the summation of

the evolution durations for all the Q-caps.

problems [23–33]. Besides, the quantum many-body sys-51

tems have also been used to implement the measurement-52

based quantum computation [34–40]. However, the uti-53

lizations of the many-body dynamics for quantum comput-54

ing [25, 28, 29] are much less explored for the purposes of55

developing efficient controlling protocols.56

For all known quantum computing platforms, severe chal-57

lenges are caused by the inevitable noises. The noises might58

induce computational errors, making the results unstable or59

unreliable. One way of fighting against the errors is to add60

the error correction codes [41], such as Toric codes [42],61

which will further increase the complexity of the circuits.62

Noises will also lead to decoherence, meaning that the qubits63

will gradually become less entangled and lose the superiority64

over the classical computing. Prolonging the coherence time65

and reducing the time cost so that the quantum computing66

is executed within the coherence duration belong to the sig-67
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nificant and challenging issues for quantum computing (see,68

e.g., Refs. [43–46]).69

Concerning the quantum computing based on the con-70

trolled many-body dynamics, we here propose the quantum71

circuit encapsulation (QCE) to optimize the magnetic fields72

for efficient implementation of quantum circuits. Consid-73

ering a target unitary (dubbed as quantum capsule, Q-cap74

in short) that might be formed by one or multiple gates,75

the idea is to optimize the magnetic fields so that the time-76

evolution operator realizes the unitary. See the illustration77

of one encapsulation way for the N -qubit quantum Fourier78

transformation (QFT) as an example in Fig. 1. In the QCE,79

a quantum circuit can be considered as one Q-cap or divided80

into multiple Q-caps, corresponding to different encapsula-81

tion ways. As the intermediate processes given by the gates82

within a Q-cap will not appear in the time evolution, differ-83

ent encapsulation ways result in different flexibilities. A key84

issue in the QCE is thus the balance between the efficiency85

and flexibility.86

We compare four different ways of encapsulation for the87

realization of the N -qubit QFT [47–49], and demonstrate the88

scaling behaviors of the errors and time costs against the89

number of controlled gates. Specifically, we show a slow90

linear growth of the time cost with well-controlled errors91

ε ∼ O(10−1) up to N = 6, by considering the whole circuit92

as one Q-cap. For lager N ’s, the block-wise encapsulation is93

speculated to be a proper choice, where we expect moderate94

linear growths of the time costs and errors.95

II. QUANTUM CIRCUIT ENCAPSULATION96

Consider a quantum circuit Û that consists of M gates97

{Ĝ[m]} (m = 1, · · · ,M ) with Û =
∏M

m=1 Ĝ
[m]. We here98

propose to find the time-dependent Hamiltonian Ĥ(t), and99

its evolution operator for the time duration T optimally gives100

the unitary transformation of the target circuit Û , i.e.,101

Û ≃ e−i
∫

T

0
Ĥ(t)dt. (1)

We take the Plank constant ℏ = 1 for simplicity.102

We constrain that the adjustable parameters of the Hamil-103

tonian only concerns the one-body terms, i.e., the magnetic104

fields. Specifically, we take the quantum Ising model as an105

example, where the Hamiltonian reads106

Ĥ(t) =
∑

nn′

Jnn′ Ŝz
nŜ

z
n′ −

∑

n

[2πhx
n(t)Ŝ

x
n + 2πhy

n(t)Ŝ
y
n],(2)

with Ŝα
n the spin operator in the α direction (α = x, y, z),107

Jnn′ the coupling strength between the n-th and n′-th spins,108

and hα
n(t) the magnetic field along the α direction on the n-109

th spin at the time t. We assume Jnn′ to be constant and110

hα
n(t) to be adjustable with time.111

The goal becomes optimizing the magnetic fields to mini-112

mize the difference between the time-evolution operator and113

the target unitary Û . To this end, a simplest choice is to min-114

imize the following loss function defined as115

ε =
∣

∣

∣
Û − e−i

∫
T

0
Ĥ(t)dt

∣

∣

∣
. (3)

The magnetic fields are optimized using the gradient descent116

as117

hα
n(t)← hα

n(t)− η
∂ε

∂hα
n(t)

, (4)

with η the gradient step or learning rate. Since such an opti-118

mization cares about the distance between the unitary given119

by the whole circuit and the evolution operator at the final120

time T , the evolution at t < T will not give any intermedi-121

ate results from the gates within the circuit. We dub such a122

circuit encapsulation (CE) way as all-CE.123

In the numerical simulation, we take the Trotter-Suzuki124

form [50, 51] and discretize the total time T to K̃ identical125

slices. The evolution operator can be approximated as126

Û(T ) = e−iτĤ(K̃τ̃) . . . e−iτ̃Ĥ(2τ̃)e−iτ̃Ĥ(τ̃)

=

1
∏

k̃=K̃

e−iτ̃Ĥ(k̃τ̃). (5)

with τ̃ = T

K̃
that controls the Trotter-Suzuki error. For vary-127

ing the magnetic fields, we introduce τ = κτ̃ with κ a pos-128

itive integer, and assume hα
n(t) to take the constant value129

hα
n(t) = hα

n,k during the time of (k − 1)τ ≤ t < kτ (with130

k = 1, · · · ,K and K = T
τ

). In other words, the magnetic131

fields are allowed to change for K times. The magnetic fields132

are updated as133

hα
n,k ← hα

n,k − η
∂ε

∂hα
n,k

, (6)

where the gradients ∂ε
∂hα

n,k

are obtained by the automatic dif-134

ferentiation in Pytorch [52]. We use the optimizer Adam [53]135

to dynamically control the learning rate η.136

We employ two algorithms to implement the optimiza-137

tions, namely the global time optimization (GTO) and fine-138

grained time optimization (FGTO) [32]. GTO is a simple139

gradient-descent method, where the strengths of the mag-140

netic fields for all time slices are updated simultaneously by141

Eq. (6). For the simple cases such as the two-qubit unitaries,142

GTO shows high accuracy. However, for more complicated143

cases such as the N -qubit QFT with a large N , GTO could be144

trapped in a local minimum. The FGTO is thus employed,145

where the key idea is to asymptotically fine-grain the time146

discretization (characterized by τ ) to avoid the possible lo-147

cal minimums. See more details in Ref. [32].148

The way of encapsulation is flexible. In general, we con-149

sider to separate the gates in the circuit into P groups as150

Û =
P
∏

p=1

Ĝ[p], with Ĝ[p] =

Mp
∏

j=1

Ĝ[mj ]. (7)

The unitary Ĝ[p] consists of Mp gates from the target cir-151

cuit and is named as a quantum capsule (Q-cap). We have152

∑P
p=1 Mp = M . We optimize the magnetic fields indepen-153

dently for each Q-cap, where we define the loss function for154

Ĝ[p] as155

εp =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ĝ[p] − e
−i

∫
Tp

Tp−1
Ĥ[p](t)dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (8)
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with Ĥ [p](t) is the Hamiltonian during Tp−1 < t < Tp,156

∆Tp = Tp − Tp−1 the evolution duration for realizing Ĝ[p],157

and the total time T = TP . The magnetic fields during158

Tp−1 ≤ t < Tp are optimized by minimizing εp.159

As a natural encapsulation way, the main advantage of the160

all-CE (meaning to treat the whole circuit as one Q-cap) is161

straightforward, which is to reduce the time cost and error by162

directly finding the path to the final unitary. One may com-163

pare, for instance, with a naive way by considering each gate164

in the circuit as a Q-cap (naive-CE). First, the errors of se-165

quentially realizing each gate would in general accumulate.166

We expect much less errors by directly minimizing the dif-167

ference between the target and the final evolution operator168

in the all-CE, which is similar to the end-to-end optimiza-169

tion strategy widely used in the field of ML and ML-assisted170

physical approaches (see, e.g., Ref. [27]).171

Second, a unitary can be compiled into different circuits172

by applying different quantum instruction sets. One may use173

the depth of the circuit to characterize the efficiency of the174

compilation. The depth would usually change if one turns175

to a different instruction set. From the perspective of QCE,176

the efficiency should be characterized by the total time cost177

for reaching the preset error. An obvious drawback of all-178

CE is that one cannot extract the relevant information of the179

intermediate process from the gates within the circuit (i.e.,180

Q-cap). Therefore, a proper encapsulation should balance181

between the efficiency and the ability of extracting the inter-182

mediate information, according to the specific computational183

tasks or purposes. For example, the frequently-use circuits,184

such as the QFT applied in many quantum algorithms in-185

cluding Shor’s [54] and Grover search [55] algorithms, can186

be encapsulated into Q-caps for the convenience of the future187

use.188

III. RESULTS OF QUANTUM CIRCUIT189

ENCAPSULATION190

Below, we take Hamiltonian for the time evolution as the191

nearest-neighbor Ising chain, where the coupling constants192

satisfy193

Jnn′ =

{

2π for n′ = n+ 1
0 otherwise

. (9)

We set the magnetic fields along the spin-z direction as zero,194

and allow to adjust the fields only along the spin-x and y195

directions. Such a restriction often appears in the controlling196

by the radio-frequency pulses [56].197

As a simple example, we consider the two-qubit198

controlled-R (CR) gate that satisfies199

CR(θ) =







1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 eiθ






(10)

with θ the factor of phase shift. A normal treatment is to200

decompose a CR into the product of single-qubit rotations201

FIG. 2. (Color online) The time-dependent error ε(t) =
∣

∣

∣
Û − e−i

∫
t
0 Ĥ(t′)dt′

∣

∣

∣
versus the time t. The dashed lines and the

solid lines with triangles show the ε(t) by the decomp-CE and all-

CE, respectively. The colored shadows indicate the time costs for

realizing the the gates in the right-hand-side of Eq. (11) (decomp-

CE).

R̂z and CNOT Ĉ as202

CR(θ) = Ŝ(α)R̂z(θ1)ĈR̂z(θ2)ĈR̂z(θ3), (11)

satisfying R̂z(θ1)R̂z(θ2)R̂z(θ3) = I [57] and Ŝ(α) = eiα a203

phase factor.204

Taking θ = π
8 ,

π
4 , and π

2 , Fig. 2 compares the er-205

ror [ε in Eq. (3)] by encapsulating the CR(θ) (all-CE) and206

that by encapsulating gate by gate after decomposing it207

into the elementary gates [Eq. (11)] (named as the decom-208

posed CE, decomp-CE in short). Since only the two-qubit209

gates are involved, we choose GTO to optimize the mag-210

netic fields. The dashed lines (decomp-CE) and solid lines211

with triangles (all-CE) show the time-dependent error ε(t) =212
∣

∣

∣
Û − e−i

∫
t

0
Ĥ(t′)dt′

∣

∣

∣
. Note in all cases, the magnetic fields213

are always optimized according to the definitions of the Q-214

caps. The time costs of realizing different elementary gates215

in the decomp-CE are illustrated by the colored shadows.216

The time cost of the all-CE is indicated by the x-coordinate217

of the last triangle, which is about five times shorter than218

the decomp-CE. For a single-qubit rotation R̂α(θ), it can be219

written as the one-body evolution operator with the magnetic220

field along the corresponding direction, i.e.,221

R̂α(θ) = e−iθŜα

⇔ Û(hα, T ) = e−iThαŜα

. (12)

Therefore, the time cost of R̂α(θ) is estimated as T = θ
hα .222

Without losing generality, we here take hα = 10 to estimate223

the time costs of the single-qubit rotations.224

An important observation is that even the time cost of a225

single CNOT is larger than that of the CR(θ) by the all-CE.226

The all-CE of CR(θ) also leads to much lower errors with227
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The error ε [Eq. (3)] with different to-

tal evolution duration T for the CNOT and CR(θ) (with θ =
π/2, π/4, π/8) by the all-CE.

ε ∼ O(10−2). For the decomp-CE, the error accumulates228

and finally reaches O(10−1) that is about ten times larger229

than that by the all-CE. Therefore, from the perspective of230

QCE, it is not a wise choice to decompose the CR(θ) into231

the product of CNOT and the single-qubit rotations.232

Fig. 3 shows how the error ε varies with the total evolution233

duration T for realizing the CNOT and CR(θ) by the all-CE.234

In all cases, ε decreases with T as expected, meaning that235

higher accuracy can be reached by increasing the evolution236

time. Below, the time cost of a Q-cap is determined by the T237

when the ε reaches about 10−1. Again, we show that CR(θ)238

requires much shorter time than CNOT to obtain a similar239

accuracy. For the CR(θ), the time cost increases with θ for240

all T ’s.241

Fig. 4(a) demonstrates the error ε [Eq. (3)] of realizing the242

N -qubit QFT by all-CE with different total time duration T ,243

for N = 2, · · · , 6 [58].The inset illustrates the circuit with244

N = 4 as an example. In general, one can obtain lower ε by245

increasing T . Longer evolution time is required to reach a246

preset error if N increases.247

We further compare the errors (ε) and the correspond-248

ing time costs (T ) using different encapsulation ways. The249

block-CE of the QFT circuit is illustrated by the dashed250

squares in Fig. 1. The circuit is divided into several blocks251

according to the positions of the Hadamard gates H . Each252

block is treated as a Q-cap for optimizing the magnetic fields.253

The block-CE possesses certain flexibility. For instance, the254

last Ñ Q-caps form the circuit of the Ñ -qubit QFT. We also255

try the naive-CE, where we treat each gate in the QFT circuit256

as a Q-cap for the optimization of the magnetic fields. For257

the decomp-CE, we decompose each CR gate to the product258

of the CNOT and single-qubit rotations following Eq. (11),259

and then treat each gate as a Q-cap for optimization.260

There is an important detail we shall stress. For the N -261

qubit QFT, if a Q-cap only concerns N ′ qubits with N ′ <262

N , we use the quantum Ising model of just the N ′ qubits to263

implement the time evolution. It means that the irrelevant264

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) The error ε [Eq. (3)] with different total

evolution duration T for the N -qubit QFT with N = 2, · · · , 6 by

the all-CE. In (b) and (c), we show the errors ε and time costs T
using the all-CE, block-CE, naive-CE, and decomp-CE against the

number of CR gates NG. The errors from the all-CE are controlled

to be about 10−1. The solid lines in (b) show the linear fittings of

ε for the block-CE, naive-CE, and decomp-CE, with the coefficient

of determinant R2 ≃ 0.991, 0.989, and 0.988, respectively. The

solid lines in (c) show the linear fittings of T for the all-CE, block-

CE, naive-CE, and decomp-CE with R2 ≃ 0.982, 0.975, 0.984,

and 0.999, respectively.
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couplings outside such a N ′-qubit quantum Ising model are265

turned off. Surely we can keep all the couplings in the N -266

qubit system and find the optimal magnetic fields to realize267

the unitary acting on the N ′-qubit subsystem. This, however,268

will lead to much lower accuracies than those by turning off269

the irrelevant couplings. We therefore choose to turn off the270

irrelevant couplings in the block-CE, naive-CE, and decomp-271

CE, as the baselines compared with the all-CE.272

Fig. 4(b) shows how the error ε of realizing the QFT in-273

creases with the number of the CR gates NG using different274

encapsulation ways. As we require εp ≃ 10−1 [Eq. (8)] for275

the optimization of each Q-cap, we have ε ≃ 10−1 for the276

all-CE as there is only one Q-cap [red squares in Fig. 4(b)].277

For other encapsulation ways, there exist multiple Q-caps,278

where the errors accumulate. Consequently, we observe that279

ε increases linearly with NG as280

ε = γεNG + βε, (13)

with the slope γε ≃ 0.019, 0.076, and 0.210 for the block-281

CE, naive-CE, and decomp-CE, respectively. We have the282

coefficient of the determinant that characterizes the error of283

a linear fitting as R2 ≃ 0.991, 0.989, and 0.988, respectively.284

The corresponding time costs T for reaching the errors in285

Fig. 4(b) are given in Fig. 4(c). The linear dependence of T286

on NG is observed for all four kinds of encapsulation ways287

with288

T = γTNG + βT . (14)

The naive-CE gives the smallest slope with γT ≃ 0.289 with289

R2 ≃ 0.984. This is possibly because we allow to turn off290

the irrelevant couplings, then only need to deal with two-291

qubit evolution gates as the Q-caps in the naive-CE. If par-292

tially turning off the couplings in the evolution is not possi-293

ble in the experimental setting, the all-CE obviously give the294

best results with γT ≃ 0.708 (R2 ≃ 0.982). The slopes from295

the block-CE and decomp-CE are close to each other with296

γT ≃ 1.356 (R2 ≃ 0.975) and γT ≃ 1.325 (R2 ≃ 0.999),297

respectively, which are obviously larger than that of the all-298

CE. By considering both ε and T , as well as the possible299

restrictions on the controlling of the couplings, we conclude300

that the all-CE provides the most proper way to realize the301

N -qubit QFT for N ≤ 6, where the error remains approxi-302

mately constant and the time cost increases linearly in a mod-303

erate speed with NG.304

We speculate that the above conclusions will hold if we305

further increase N . But be aware that one loses flexibility306

when encapsulating larger circuits into Q-caps. A natural307

choice for a larger circuit is to use the block-CE, where we308

may restrict the number of qubits in each Q-cap to be max-309

imally NQ with, say, NQ = 6. The proper value of NQ for310

different kinds of circuits or algorithms is to be explored in311

the future. Considering the computational cost of the FGTO312

algorithm increases exponentially with N , tensor network313

methods [59–62] can be applied to lower the exponential cost314

to be polynomial in order to access larger N ’s.315

IV. SUMMARY316

We have proposed the quantum circuit encapsulation317

(QCE) for the efficient quantum computing based on the dy-318

namics of the interacting spin systems controlled by mag-319

netic fields. The key idea of QCE is to define the quantum320

capsule (Q-cap) formed by multiple gates (e.g., the whole321

circuit or a part of it), where we ignore the intermediate pro-322

cesses therein but optimize the magnetic fields by directly323

targeting on the unitary represented by the Q-cap. Well-324

controlled errors and time costs are demonstrated by tak-325

ing the N -qubit quantum Fourier transformation as an ex-326

ample. Besides the conventional compiling ways using the327

elementary gates, QCE provides an alternative of translat-328

ing the quantum circuits into a physically-executable form,329

and brings new prospects on the quantum computing on the330

interacting spin systems.331
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